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Here you can find the menu of Lebanese Delicafe' in Kingston upon Thames. At the moment, there are 15 meals
and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about

Lebanese Delicafe':
beautiful and tasty Lebanese eating, all fresh and homemade, love the baba ghanouj, creamy aubergines, stuff
weinreben leaves and much flat brot with hummus. falafel is love from our vegan friend. I enjoyed the kafta that

is not too overpowered with crumbles. the mixed plate and maza plate are good portions and tasty. Delicious and
crisp Lebanese desserts and not excessively sweet. we have a wonderful time with the c... read more. When the

weather conditions is good you can also eat and drink outside. What BarnabyHilbourne doesn't like about
Lebanese Delicafe':

I 've been back to the Lebanese Delicafe for the second time and was really not impressed by what I received.
The mixed mezze with meat was really poor. Made to order , as the owner stressed to me the food was , does
not mean prepared the day before and then reheated in the microwave. The portions were small, the mezze

dishes lukewarm and the 'Lebanese bread ' (from a packet) hadn 't even been heated and was cold and... read
more. If you feel like something sweet, you should visit Lebanese Delicafe' because they have enchanting
desserts that will surely satisfy the sweet-tooth in you, there are also fine vegetarian meals on the menu.

There's also delicious pizza, baked fresh using original methods, Furthermore, the customers of the restaurant
enjoy the large variety of the various coffee and tea specialities that the establishment has available.
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Orienta� dishe�
FALAFEL

Chicke�
CHICKEN SHAWARMA

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
COFFEE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

Turkis� specialtie�
BAKLAVA

AYRAN

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

HALAL

MEDITERRANEAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
DESSERTS

PIZZA

LAMB

SOUP
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 11:00-14:00
Monday 10:00-18:00
Tuesday 10:00-18:00
Wednesday 10:00-18:00
Thursday 10:00-18:00
Friday 10:00-18:00
Saturday 10:00-18:00
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